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The allure of beautiful and rare cars is timeless, since the dawn of the automotive age people have

aspired to own and drive the fastest, the coolest, and the most expensive cars. Million Dollar

Classics-The World's Most Expensive Cars is a lavish photographic collection of some of the most

sought after models that have been made available for auction in recent years.All of the cars

featured in this elegant book attained auction prices upwards of $1,000,000, making them the most

desired cars in the world, as well as the most expensive. Captured on camera by specialist

automobile photographer Simon Clay, the stunning images in this book are accompanied by an

informative text that gives the reader the specs, history and other fascinating details of these dream

vehicles. This book is perfect for any automobile lover, or collector and includes vehicles created by

Mercedes-Benz, Bugatti, Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Jaguar, Maserati, and Aston Martin.
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Clearly originally designed as a coffee table book, it does have big beautiful pictures but also has

detailed information on each of the cars as well. It was a great gift for a car obsessed boy who has a

number of car books, but it would also work quite well as a coffee table book in a living room.

I purchased this book as a gift for my young cousin, who loves looking at and talking about exotic

cars. It's a slick hardback book with great photos--it might not be 100% accurate or have the details

that a TRUE afficionado would appreciate, but it's perfect coffee table book for a young man who

likes fancy cars!



Million-Dollar Classics:The World's Most Expensive Cars(Book,Hardcover.)Million-Dollar Classics

does not feature Even one Corvette!In fact nothing of the GM Variety is in the book,No LaSalle,No

Cadillac,No Buick,Pontiac,Oldsmobile.Yet Ford Is in there(GT40,A Cobra,Cobra Daytona.)Aside

from those cars which are derived from British cars such AS AC and then in the GT40 off the Lola

GT. Only two Dusies are in there,besides that the fixation is on Ferrari with one Maserati.The cars

featured are described in one page,and they are spread out over two pages each car,and after 67 it

jumps to the McLaren F1. There have been Corvettes sold well over a Million dollars!and Racing

Variety Corvettes Even more,no other special cars were Featured such as The Jim Hall

Chaparral,or The Bill Thomas Cheetah.As for my favorites of what the Authors Chose for the

book?The Cover car-1962 Ferrari TestaRossa with the Shark nose,and the 1957

Pontoon-Ferrari,and the 250GTO and the Maserati.

It's hard to imagine how fine books such as this can be sold so inexpensively. This book contains

many beautiful photographs and provides concise descriptions of the many cars described that are

worth over a million dollars. Many of the cars featured in this book have not, to my knowledge,

appeared in other publications and makes for fascinating reading. I'd definitely recommend this

book. At the price that its selling for, it's a real bargain.

Nice photography, but text is superficial and full of misinformation. Worth no more than the used

price I paid.

My Dad loves this book, I gave it to him as a get through the winter gift. He says the pictures are

beautiful, and the book very informative.

My teenage grandson so excited. I may purchase other books re: cars.Thanks for making 2 people

very happy.

Jaw dropping, so fun to see the craftsmanship and design. Gorgeous photography on thick rich

matte paper!
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